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Beast Quest  
by Adam Blade, Proprietor: Working Partners Ltd 
US publisher: Scholastic Inc, UK publisher Hachette Children's Books 
120 pages 
Ages 6-9 

*Beast Quest is an international phenomenon! It has sold more than 10
million copies in the English language alone and been translated into 
nearly 30 languages! * 

Tom and his friend Elenna are on a quest to liberate the Beasts of Avantia and 
restore peace to his kingdom. With each Beast that Tom sets free, he gains courage, 
skills, and a special token for his shield which gives him extra, magical powers. 

This series continues to inspire the imaginations of young readers everywhere, and 
has now been developed into over 100 titles. These include 82 chapter books, 14 
specials, 3 Master Your Destiny (choose your own adventure) editions, 3 Battle of 
The Beasts spin-offs, 2 four-colour annuals and 2 four-colour handbooks. 

'This is a really cool adventure story' - The Guardian 

Rights sold 

Basque(Desclee), Chinese - complex characters(Ecus), Chinese - simple 
characters(Hachette Phoenix), Croatian(Znanje), Czech(Albatros), Danish(Flachs), 
Dutch(Zuidnederlandse), French(Hachette), German(Loewe), Greek(Kedros), 
Hebrew(Kinneret-Zmora), Icelandic(Aeskan), Indonesian(Linikata), 
Italian(Piemme), Japanese(Goma Books), Korean(RandomHouse), 
Polish(Wydawinictwo), Portuguese (EU)(Verbo), Portuguese (SA)(Rocco), 
Serbian(Izdavacka kuca), Slovak(SPN), Slovene(Zalozba Alica), Spanish(Destino), 
Swedish(Berghs), Turkish(Beyaz Balina), Vietnamese(Le Chi), Welsh(Rily) 

Adam Blade 

Adam Blade is the collective name of the writing team that 
created Beast Quest. 
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Dinosaur Cove  
by Rex Stone, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
US publisher Scholastic, UK Oxford University Press 
80 pages 
Ages 6-9 

*Every dinosaur lover's dream comes to life as we follow Jamie and Tom
on their adventures in a land where dinosaurs still exist... and are still very 
hungry... * 

When Jamie moves to Dinosaur Cove with his father, he’s looking forward to doing 
some fossil hunting on the beach. But when he and his friend, Tom, discover a 
forgotten cave with fossilized dinosaur footprints, it takes them to another world . . 
. a world of dinosaurs. 

In this secret place the boys meet a small, friendly Wannanosaurus, who leads them 
further into the prehistoric landscape, past mysterious fungi and strange fruits 
(which smell like sick!). But when the ground starts to shudder and the 
Wannanosaurus runs off at lightning speed, the boys know they’re in serious  
danger. This is a world where the dinosaurs are real ... and they’re looking for   
prey! 

A different type of dinosaur takes centre stage in each book—with facts and 
interesting information about the prehistoric times. This is an international 
bestselling series with over 500,000 copies sold in the UK alone! There are 
currently over 25 books published and 4 Survival Guide Handbooks scheduled! 

Handbooks 
Book 1: Cretaceous Survival Guide (Feb 2013) 
Book 2: Jurassic Survival Guide (Mar 2014) 
Book 3: Triassic Survival Guide (TBD) 
Book 4: Permian Survival Guide (TBD) 

Rights sold 

Afrikaans(LAPA), Basque(Desclee De Brouwer), Chinese - simple 
characters(Beijing Yuanliu), Dutch(Zuidnederlandse), French(Pocket), 
German(Loewe), Greek(Compupress), Italian(Piemme), Japanese(Iwasaki), 
Korean(Random House), Portuguese (EU)(Gailivro), Portuguese 
(SA)(Fundamento), Romanian(ALL), Slovene(Mladinska), Spanish(SM), 
Turkish(Alfa Basim) 
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Heroes In Training 

Book 4: Hyperion and the Great Balls of Fire 
by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams, illustrated by Craig Phillips, 
proprietor Eden Street, US publisher Simon & Schuster 
112 pages 
Ages 6 - 9 

*From the authors of the Goddess Girls series, comes a brand new series
with whole new cast of characters, HEROES IN TRAINING* 

Bam! Balooie! Ssssst! Giant fireballs rain down from the sky. Trying to avoid 
being fried to smithereens, Zeus, Poseidon, Hera, and Demeter dodge them as they 
make their way toward northeastern Greece, which is under the rule of the fireball- 
hurling Titan, Hyperion. 

Clues from the cone-stone direct the four Olympians toward Thrace, which is 
experiencing severe drought conditions. Guessing that another Olympian is being 
held there, Zeus and the others head off to effect a rescue. Along the way they do 
battle with several fantastic hybrid creatures that evil King Cronus set loose, 
including the ridiculously laughable Hippalectryon (half-horse and half-rooster), an 
argumentative and ill-tempered onocentaur (similar to the centaur--but part human, 
part donkey), and a monstrous fire-breathing Chimera. 

At last, high on a snow-less mountaintop, our heroes in training encounter 
Hyperion, Lord of Light and Titan of the East, the physical incarnation of the Sun. 
With help from Theia, Hyperion’s long-suffering wife, Hestia, the last of the 
Olympians that Cronus had swallowed, is rescued. As the adventure ends, Zeus 
learns of the existence of other Olympians who were not in Cronus’s belly. They 
must be found as well, so the quest continues… 

Book 1: Zeus and the Thunderbolt of Doom (Aug 2012) 
Book 2: Poseidon and the Sea of Fury (Dec 2012) 
Book 3: Hades and the Helm of Darkness (Apr 2013) 
Book 4: Hyperion and the Great Balls of Fire (Aug 2013) 
Book 5: Typhon and the Winds of Destruction (Jan 2014) 

Rights Sold 
French(ADA) 

Joan Holub 

Joan Holub is the award-winning author of over 125 books for 
young readers, including SHAMPOODLE, 
KNUCKLEHEADS,GROUNDHOG WEATHER SCHOOL , 
WHY DO DOGS BARK?, and the Doll Hospital chapter book 
series. 

Suzanne Williams 

Suzanne Williams is the award-winning author of almost thirty 
books for children, including Library Lil, Mommy Doesn’t Know 
My Name, My Dog Never Says Please, and the Princess Power 
and Fairy Blossoms series. Suzanne lives in Renton, 
Washington. 
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Pet Hotel  
by Kate Finch, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
US publisher Scholastic Inc 
96 pages 
Ages 7-10 

*From the creators of ANIMAL ARK comes a wonderful new series for
animal lovers everywhere!* 

When Meg and Alfie go with their parents to spend the summer at their Great Aunt 
Saffron's hotel, they imagine a summer of lying by the pool, having adventures in  
the beautiful gardens and living in luxury for the summer… 

But nothing prepares them for what they find on arrival - fish in the overgrown 
pool, birds in the attic and a hotel that looks almost beyond repair. Running the 
hotel has just gotten to be too much for their elderly Great Aunt, and they discover 
it's been a long time since the hotel had any paying guests. 

But a chance encounter with a neighbour's rambunctious puppy gives them a 
marvellous idea. Maybe humans might not want to stay here, but with a lick of 
paint and some minor changes, maybe some of their animal friends will. PET 
HOTEL is born! 

In Book 3, strange things are happening at the Pet Hotel. A creature flaps through 
the building at night. The food belonging to Bluebell, Tulip and Daisy, the dwarf 
hamsters, keeps disappearing. Meg and Charlie hope that Watson the beagle, who 
used to be a police dog, can sniff out the clues they need to solve the mystery… 

This is a wonderfully fun and adventurous series for readers aged 6-9 years. 

Book 1: Calling All Pets! (Jul 2013) 
Book 2: A Big Surprise (Jul 2013) 
Book 3: A Nose for Trouble (Oct 2013) 
Book 4: Untitled (Jan 2014) 

Rights Sold 

Afrikaans(LAPA), Dutch(Zuidnederlandse), French(Pocket) 
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Sea Quest 
by Adam Blade, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
US publisher Scholastic, UK Hachette Children's Books 
128 pages 
Ages 6-9 

*From the author and creators of the multi-million selling series BEAST
QUEST comes a new adventure series...* 

Max has always wondered what lies beneath the floating city of Aquora, in the  
dark depths of the ocean. When his father is snatched by a mysterious sea monster, 
it’s time for him to find out… 

With his faithful robohound, Rivet, Max is about to enter a whole new world and 
start on a series of tasks that will hopefully not only lead him to his father, but also 
might just save the very world that they live in. 

With brand new characters and a science-fiction element, SEA QUEST takes us 
underwater and to some new and very scary monsters! 

Book 1: Cephalox the Cyber Squid (Mar 2013) 
Book 2: Slida the Electric Eel (Mar 2013)  
Book 3: Manak the Silent Predator (Mar 2013) 
Book 4: Kraya the Blood Shark (Mar 2013) 
Book 5: Shredder the Spider Droid (Sep 2013) 
Book 6: Stinger the Sea Phantom (Sep 2013) 
Book 7: Crusher the Ocean Crawler (Sep 2013) 
Book 8: Mangler the Dark Menace (Sep 2013) 
Book 9: Tetrax the Swamp hunter (TBD) 
Book 10: Nephro the Ice Warrior (TBD) 
Book 11: Finaria the Poison Arrow (TBD) 
Book 12: Chakrol the Ocean Hammer (TBD) 

Rights Sold 

French(Hachette), German(Bertelsmann), Portuguese(2020 Editora), 
Turkish(Beyaz Balina) 

Adam Blade

Adam Blade is the collective name of the writing team that 
created Beast Quest. 
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Spotlight Club Mystery 
by Florence Heide, Roxanne Pierce, proprietor Eden Street 
US publisher Albert Whitman

*A brand new title and a modern new look for this classic mystery series!*

The Spotlight Clubbers create stone rubbings of Civil War-era tombstones for a 
summer school class on the Civil War. 

Cindy has chosen the tombstone of Serafina Winslow, who died in 1862. Then, at 
the neighborhood yard sale, Cindy locates a box of interesting-looking old photos 
and frames and miscellaneous papers. When she takes it home with her, she 
discovers Serafina Winslow’s journal inside! Things get even more mysterious 
when Cindy finds a sketch of her neighbor’s missing locket in the journal. 

What does the long-deceased Serafina Winslow have to do with the recent 
disappearance of the locket? Leave it to the Spotlight Club to dig up the answers!

A second title, MYSTERY OF THE BEWITCHED BOOKMOBILE, offers a bit 
more meat and interest— climbing into a bookmobile in the dark; decoding a 
painted sign—but feels even more dated due to old-fashioned telephone numbers 
and a librarian (Cindy’s role model) who wants nothing more than to be asked on a 
date.

Book 1: Mystery at Blue Ridge Cemetery (Mar 2013)
Book 2: Mystery of the Bewitched Bookmobile (Mar 2013)
Book 3: Mystery of the Melting Snowan (Aug 2013)

“After a long hiatus, the Spotlight Club Mysteries return with a new posthumous 
entry and a paperback reprint of another.” -Kirkus

104 pages

Ages 7-10

Florence Heide

Since her first book, Maximilian, was published in 1967, best-
selling author Florence Parry Heide (b. 1919) has written many 
children’s books, plays, and songs. Heide resides in Kenosha, 
Wisconsin, and has five children and seven grandchildren. 
Considering her full and happy life, she counts her collaborations 
with Edward Gorey on these stories a very special highlight.

Roxanne Pierce

Roxanne Heide Pierce was an accomplished children’s author, 
having published dozens of books and hundreds of poems. With 
her mother, Florence Parry Heide, Roxy wrote many children’s 
mystery books in two series, The Spotlight Club Mysteries and 
The Brillstone Mysteries. She passed away in 2012.
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Chestnut Hill
by Lauren Brooke, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
UK publisher Scholastic Ltd 
224 pages 
Ages 9-12 

*Four very different girls come together for lessons, laughter and life in a
unique school community.* 

Welcome to Chestnut Hill, a boarding school rife with gossip, secrets, 
competitions and crushes and where every girl’s favourite subject is riding. 

Twelve-year-old Dylan Walsh is all set to start seventh grade at Chestnut Hill. Her 
aunt Ali Carmichael is taking over as Chief Instructor at the Chestnut Hill riding 
stables. Dylan’s determined to make the school’s show-jumping team. Will having 
her aunt around make Dylan’s life easier? Or will it just complicate things for her? 

Talented riding scholarship girl Malory O’Neill is trying to keep her family 
background a secret. And she knows that she needs to perform well in the ring to 
keep her scholarship. Will the pressure be too much for her? 

Honey Harper’s family have come all the way from England with her father’s new 
job. Chestnut Hill is a great opportunity for her, but will she miss her family, 
especially her disabled younger brother Sam, too much? 

Lynsey Harrison is the third Harrison sister in her generation to come to Chestnut 
Hill and she feels that she’s got a tough act to follow. Will she let her privileged 
upbringing and family background get in the way of forming real friendships? 

Book 1: The New Class 
Book 2: Making Strides 
Book 3: Heart of Gold 
Book 4: Playing for Keeps 
Book 5: The Scheme Team 
Book 6: All or Nothing 
Book 7: Chasing Dreams 
Book 8: A Time to Remember 
Book 9: Helping Hands 
Book 10: Racing Hearts 

New Title* 
Book 19 (TBD 2014) 

Book 11: A Chance to Shine 
Book 12: Far and Away  
Book 13: Everything Changes 
Book 14: Wild Horses 
Book 15: Summer on Horseback 
Book 16: Gold Rush 
Book 17: Flying Changes Book 
Book 18: Vanishing Act
Book 19: TBD

Rights sold 

Czech(AL Press), Danish(Borgen), French(Pocket), German(Ravensburger) 
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Goddess Girls 

Book 11: Persephone the Daring  

by Joan Holub, by Suzanne Williams, proprietor Eden Street 
US publisher Simon & Schuster Inc 
272 pages 
Ages 8 - 12 

*Authors Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams put a modern spin on classic
myths with the Goddess Girls series.* 

At a sleepover with her Goddess Girl friends, Persephone plays a game of Truth or 
Dare. She decides to accept a dare to obtain Orpheus’s autograph at an upcoming 
concert. Orpheus is a mortal rock god -- the Justin Bieber of ancient Greece. With 
his lyre and singing voice, Orpheus can charm all living things and some inanimate 
objects, like stones and trees. 

Not only mortals adore his music--the Goddess Girls at Mount Olympus Academy 
are wild about this singer’s latest song about the girl he loved and lost, Eurydice. 
Devastated when he loses Eurydice to the Underworld, Orpheus is now singing the 
blues. (Eurydice has fallen for another rockstar named Viper.) 

When Orpheus approaches Persephone for help in getting Eurydice back, 
Persephone is so starstruck that she pushes Hades to break the Underworld rules 
and send Eurydice back to the living. Persephone’s role in helping Orpheus 
reconnect with Eurydice causes a rift between Persephone and her crush, Hades. 

# 1: Athena the Brain (Apr 2010) 
# 2: Persephone the Phony (Apr 2010) 
# 3: Aphrodite, the Beauty (Aug 2010) 
# 4: Artemis the Brave (Dec 2010) 
# 5: Athena the Wise (May 2011) 
# 6: Aphrodite the Diva (Sep 2011) 
# 7: Artemis the Loyal (Dec 2011) 

# 8: Medusa the mean (Apr 2012) 
Special: The Girl Games (Jul 2012) 
# 9: Pandora the Curious (Dec 2012) 
#10: Pheme the Gossip (Apr 2013) 
#11: Persephone the Daring (Aug 2013) 
#12: Cassandra the Lucky (Dec 2013) 
#13: Athena the Proud (Apr 2014) 

"...a clever take on Greek deities..." -  Booklist 

"Readers familiar with Greek myths should get a kick out of this plucky 
restaging." - Publisher's Weekly 

"...an enchanting mythological world with middle-school woes compounded by life 
as a deity..." - School Library Journal 

Rights sold 

 French(ADA), Greek(Compupress), Hebrew(Tal-May), Vietnamese(Dong A) 

Joan Holub

Joan Holub is the award-winning author of over 125 books for 
young readers, including SHAMPOODLE, 
KNUCKLEHEADS,GROUNDHOG WEATHER SCHOOL , 
WHY DO DOGS BARK?, and the Doll Hospital chapter book 
series. 

Suzanne Williams

Suzanne Williams is the award-winning author of almost thirty 
books for children, including Library Lil, Mommy Doesn’t Know 
My Name, My Dog Never Says Please, and the Princess Power 
and Fairy Blossoms series. Suzanne lives in Renton, 
Washington. 
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The Last Apprentice
by Imogen Rossi, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
UK publisher Hot Key Books 
208 pages 
Ages 9-12 

*A magical adventure set in an alternate Renaissance Venice *

La Luminosa, the City of Light, is one of the most glorious places in the world, 
rich in art, invention, and culture (as well as in wealth). It’s ruled over by Baron 
da Russo, the Regent for the teenage Duchess. Duchess Catriona is about to turn
fourteen and attain her majority, and the right to rule for herself. But the Baron 
has plans… He intends to kill the Duchess and replace her with a painted version, 
brought to life through magic. He’ll then marry the false Duchess to consolidate 
his power, and rule over The City. 

Bianca, apprentice to a great painter, and Marco, a traveling performer, are the 
only two who suspect that something isn’t right. Discovering a system of magical 
secret passages that link the great houses of the City, they must uncover the plot, 
free the real Duchess, and save the City. 

In Book 2, Bianca has been promoted to Royal Artist-in-Residence, but she’s not 
enjoying her new role. She’s plagued by dreams of a dark city, a dark city that feels 
like home. At di Lombardi’s will reading he leaves her a medallion and a coded 
message that lets Bianca know some secrets about her past; the truth about her 
mother. With di Lombardi’s message, she finds her way through to the dark city  
and meets her mother – the countess of La Oscurita. Bianca is royalty here! But all 
is not well. Oscurita is under threat from Filpepi and the Baron – the very men who 
tried to kill the duchess of La Luminosa. As time goes on Bianca wonders if she is 
working on the side or good, or evil… 

Book 1: The Last Apprentice (Oct 2013) 
Book 2: The Dark City (Apr 2014)  
Book 3: Untitled (Oct 2014) 
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My Brother the Werewolf
by Sienna Mercer, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
UK publisher Egmont UK, US publisher Scholastic Inc 
223 pages 
Ages 8-12 

*Just like MY SISTER THE VAMPIRE, these twins will have you howling
with laughter!* 

Daniel and Justin Packer are identical twin brothers – but they couldn’t be more 
different. Justin is athletic and outgoing, while Daniel is a thoughtful songwriter. 
On their thirteenth birthday, beneath the glow of the full moon, one of them is 
destined to turn into a werewolf – but will it be the twin their parents expect? 

In Book 3, it’s Howl-oween, but twins Daniel and Justin aren’t spooked by ghosts 
and pumpkins. After all, one of them is a werewolf! 

But there’s still plenty to get nervous about. Justin has promised his new girlfriend, 
Riley, that he will go trick-or-treating with her, only to find out that his werewolf 
buddies on the football team expect him to go with them – Halloween is the one 
night of the year they can let their true forms show, because the whole town will 
think they’re in costume. If the guys find out Justin is not a werewolf, he’s sure to 
be kicked off the team... Luckily his lupine twin, Daniel, volunteers to take Justin’s 
place – but that means cancelling a date with Debi, the cheerleader he has a huge 
crush on… 

Trick-or-treating has never been so confusing! 

Book 1: Cry Wolf (Jan 2013) 
Book 2: Puppy Love (Apr 2013) 
Book 3: Howl-oween (Sep 2013) 
Book 4: Tail Spin (Jan 2014) 

Rights sold 

Danish(Forlaget Alvilda), Turkish(Pegasus)

Sienna Mercer

Sienna Mercer is the collective name of the writing team 
that created MY SISTER THE VAMPIRE and MY 
BROTHER THE WEREWOLF series.

"The sisters are likable and the writing is fast–paced and upbeat, making for a 
quick read." -School Library Journal 

"Cute caper. For those who crave vampire lite, the novel features likable heroines 
and comical scenarios."- Publishers Weekly 
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My Sister the Vampire 
by Sienna Mercer, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
UK publisher Egmont UK, US publisher HarperCollins Inc, US 
publisher (book clubs) Scholastic Inc 
200 pages 
Ages 9-12 

*Scholastic Book Club's biggest selling middle-grade series, now up to
Book 16! * 

Olivia Abbott is a cheerleader - pretty clothes, pretty hair and pretty perfect. Ivy 
Vega is definitely not the cheerleading type - black clothes, black eyeliner, pale 
skin. In fact she seems the exact opposite of Olivia - or she would be if she wasn't 
her twin! 

Meeting for the first time since being separated at birth, Olivia is about to discover 
that her long lost sister may just have some skeletons in her closet. But that won't 
put her off getting to know Ivy. After all, blood is thicker than water - and it's 
certainly tastier! This series combines the excitement of finding a long-lost sister 
with a hair-raising twist. Sink your teeth into Olivia and Ivy's fright-time adventure. 

Book 1: Switched 
Book 2: Fangtastic
Book 3: Revamped 
Book 4: Vampalicious 
Book 5: Take Two
Book 6: Love Bites 
Book 7: Lucky Break 
Book 8: Star Style 
Book 9: Twin Spins/ Twin-tastrophe 
Book 10: Date with Destiny/ Bite Night 

Book 11: Flying Solo 
Book 12: Stake Out! 
Book 13: Double Disaster 
Book 14: Flipping Out 
Book 15: Secrets and Spies (Feb 2014) 
Book 16: Fashion Frightmare (May 2014)

"The sisters are likable and the writing is fast–paced and upbeat, making for a 
quick read." -School Library Journal 

"Cute caper. For those who crave vampire lite, the novel features likable heroines 
and comical scenarios."- Publishers Weekly 

Rights sold 

Chinese - complex characters(Core Culture), Chinese - simple characters(Hunan 
Juvenile), Danish(Forlaget Alvilda),Finnish(WSOY), French(ADA), 
German(Bertelsmann), Japanese(Rironsha), Portuguese (SA)(Novo Seculo), 
Tagalog(Precious Pages), Turkish(Pegasus) 

Sienna Mercer

Sienna Mercer is the collective name of the writing team 
that created MY SISTER THE VAMPIRE and MY 
BROTHER THE WEREWOLF series.
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Myth-O-Mania

by Kate McMullan, proprietor Pippin Properties 
US publisher Capstone 
160 pages 
Ages 9-12 

*HADES, KING OF THE UNDERWORLD, is here to reveal the real, true
stories behind the myths and set the record straight.* 

Think you know the real story behind the Greek myths? Think again. 

Most people only know what Zeus wants them to. But the truth is, Zeus is a total 
myth-o-maniac - that’s ancient Greek for “big fat liar”. How do I know the truth? 
Well, I was there for most of it. And you can always trust me, Hades, King of the 
Underworld, to tell you what really happened. 

In Book 9, Paris and Helen decide to hit the road together, it means more trouble 
than they can imagine for both themselves and the people of Troy. But who says 
Helen is entirely at fault? Sure she had a face that launched a thousand ships but 
she also had a little interference from the meddling god of love and his mother, 
Aphrodite. Hades is here to set you straight once more on the true story of the 
Trojan War. 

Capstone is bringing award-winning author Kate McMullan’s popular Myth-o- 
Mania series back into print. Originally published in 2002 and 2003, the revised 
and redesigned series of eight titles was released 2011 and two new titles are 
coming in 2013. 

Book 1: Have a Hot Time, Hades (Aug 2011) 
Book 2: Phone Home, Persephone (Aug 2011) 
Book 3: Say Cheese, Medusa (Aug 2011) 
Book 4: Nice Shot, Cupid (Aug 2011) 
Book 5: Stop that Bull, Theseus (Aug 2011) 
Book 6: Keep a Lid on It, Pandora (Aug 2011) 
Book 7: Get to Work, Hercules (Aug 2011) 
Book 8: Go for the Gold, Atalanta (Aug 2011) 
Book 9: Hit the Road, Helen (Sep 2013) 

Kate McMullan

Kate McMullan has written more than 100 books for children. 
She has said that when she writes, she thinks back to her 
gradeschool days—“the yucky lunches” and “the torture of gym 
class for the non-athletic.” But she can’t remember a time when 
her bus got stuck in a ditch or if she ever had a cat named 
Moose. Though she does have one named George. 
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My Very UnFairy Tale Life 

Book 3: My Sort Of Fairy Tale Ending

by Anna Staniszewski, proprietor Erin Murphy Literary Agency 
US publisher Sourcebooks 
208 pages 
Ages 9-12 

* This hilarious story puts a cynical spin on the happily-ever-after realm, and
introduces a feisty new heroine that young readers are sure to fall in love
with.*

The conclusion to MY VERY UN-FAIRY TALE LIFE and MY EPIC FAIRY 
TALE FAIL. 

Happily ever after? Yeah, right. Jenny’s search for her parents leads her to Fairy 
Land, a rundown amusement park filled with creepily happy fairies and disgruntled 
leprechauns. Despite the fairies’ kindness, she knows they are keeping her parents 
from her. If only they would stop being so happy all the time-it’s starting to weird 
her out! With the help of a fairy-boy and some rebellious leprechauns, Jenny finds   
a way to rescue her parents, but at the expense of putting all magical worlds in 
danger. Now Jenny must decide how far she is willing to go to put her family back 
together. 

Book 1: My Very UnFairy Tale Life (Nov 2011) 
Book 2: My Epic Fairy Tale Fail (Mar 2013) 
Book 3: My Sort Of Fairy Tale Ending (Nov 2013) 

Praise for MY UN-FAIRY TALE LIFE: 

“Staniszewski pitches her writing to a middle-school audience in her debut, 
emphasizing comedy along with non-threatening suspense, and keeps the tone 
chatty and frothy… Charming.” –Kirkus 

“Staniszewski’s debut is a speedy and amusing ride that displays a confident, on- the-
mark brand of humor, mostly through Jenny’s wisecracking narration. … The 
inventive and lighthearted premise will keep readers entertained.” –Publishers Weekly

Anna Staniszewski

Anna Staniszewski lives outside of Boston, Mass. with her 
husband and their adopted black Lab, Emma. She was named 
the 2006-2007 Writer-in-Residence at the Boston Public Library 
and a winner of the 2009 PEN New England Susan P. Bloom 
Discovery Award. When she’s not writing, Anna spends her time 
teaching, reading, and challenging unicorns to games of 
hopscotch. 
www.annastan.com. 
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Penelope Crumb 

Book 3: Penelope Crumb Finds Her Luck
by Shawn Stout, proprietor Greenhouse Literary Agency 
US publisher Penguin US 
224 pages 
Ages 8-10 

*The third novel in this loveable and hilarious PENELOPE CRUMB -
readers follow Penelope on another clever adventure! * 

All Penelope Crumb wants is to be someone's "Favorite." She’d thought she was   
her Grandpa Felix’s Favorite, and her mom’s Favorite, and her friend Patsy Cline’s 
Favorite, but she’s starting to realize that maybe she’s not. And it’s all The Bad 
Luck’s fault. Since Penelope's a superb artist, she comes up with a plan—she's 
going to be the boss of the mural her school is making at the Portwaller’s Blessed 
Home for the Aged, which will make her into everyone’s Favorite. And maybe it’ll 
frighten The Bad Luck away. But things don't quite go as planned there either. And 
when an old woman named Nila promises to help Penelope find her luck so 
everyone will like her again, things get even worse! 

In the end, Penelope finds out that friendships aren't about luck—and that it doesn't 
matter if you're anyone's Favorite when there are tons of people who love you. In a 
book that’s equal parts humor and heart, it’s clear to see why young readers will 
count Penelope as one of their Favorites. 

Book 1: Penelope Crumb (Aug 2012) 
Book 2: Penelope Crumb Never Forgets (Jan 2013) 
Book 3: Penelope Crumb Finds Her Luck (Oct 2013) 

Reviews for Book 1, PENELOPE CRUMB: 
“Fans of Clementine and Ramona will cheer as new friend Penelope finds what she 
is looking for.” —Kirkus Reviews 

“Like such popular fourth-grade narrators as Amber Brown and Lucy Rose, 
Penelope Crumb has definite ideas and big dreams . . . ultimately, Penelope’s 
desires to connect with her relatives bring the Crumb family together in a sweet 
and satisfying way.” —Booklist 

Review for Book 3, PENELOPE CRUM FINDS HER LUCK: 
"Stout populates her story with appealing characters who shine in both snappy 
dialogue and Penelope’s wry yet winsome first-person narration … Although full 
of candies and melting Popsicles, this sweet tale is refreshing rather than 
cloying." - Kirkus Reviews 

Rights Sold 

French(ADA), German(Planet Girl), Turkish(Alfa Basim) 

Shawn Stout

Shawn Stout’s delightful new character Penelope Crumb is all 
set to rival Ramona, Clementine and Judy Moody! As well as 
PENELOPE CRUMB, Shawn’s also the author of the FIONA 
FINKELSTEIN mini-series. She earned an MFA in Writing for 
Children at Vermont College of the Fine Arts in 2009 and lives in 
Frederick, Maryland with her husband and two dogs. 
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Sanctuary 
by Zoe Kelvedon, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
Primary Publisher Flammarion 
250 pages 
Ages 9-12 

*A heartwarming and evocative series from the team behind
HEARTLAND and CHESTNUT HILL set in Argentina! * 

Thirteen-year-old Kate Sommers thinks she’s gotten off lightly when her parents 
announce that they’re sending her to Aunt Lizzie’s polo ranch in Argentina after 
she gets suspended from school. Kate touches down in Buenos Aires expecting a 
summer of lazing by the pool, glossy ponies, and charming polo players. 

But everything has changed at Ranch Batistuta: Lizzie has separated from her 
husband, Carlos, who has taken the polo ponies—and players—to a rival ranch on 
the other side of town. Lizzie’s daughter Clara is too busy with her drama lessons 
to bother with her English cousin. And the swimming pool has been empty for so 
long, it’s lined with green mould. Kate starts to feel as if she’s being punished 
after all. 

But then she finds a pony being mistreated by some boys on the outskirts of town. 
When the only solution seems to be stealing the pony and taking it back to the 
ranch, Kate sets herself, her aunt, and her cousin on a new path, helping horses in 
trouble. With the help of Luis, the ranch manager’s handsome grandson, Kate 
brings Ranch Batistuta back to life, and discovers that being headstrong can 
sometimes be a good thing. 

Book 1: The First Summer (Apr 2010)
Book 2: Hope's Arrival (Sep 2010)
Book 3: Too Many Secrets (Apr 2011)
Book 4: Secrets and Lies (Apr 2012)
Book 5: Out of Control (Mar 2013)
Book 6: New Arrivals (Jul 2013)

Rights sold 

Czech, Finnish, German, Hungarian, Norwegian, Swedish (Stabenfeldt), 
French(Flammarion) 
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Seekers 
by Erin Hunter, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
UK publisher Egmont UK, US publisher HarperCollins Inc 
300 pages 
Ages 8-12 

*Three bears… one destiny. Another breathtaking animal fantasy from the
author of WARRIORS.* 

Erin Hunter's New York Times bestselling Seekers series continues in the fourth 
book in the Return to the Wild story arc. With its thrilling blend of action and 
suspense, this epic animal fantasy series is perfect for fans of the #1 nationally 
bestselling Warriors series. 

In the latest, Book 11, Toklo, Lusa, Kallik and Yakone have finally made it to
Toklo’s cubhood home. But though it feels good to be back, Toklo is shocked to 
see how much has changed, and he soon realizes that carving out his own territory 
will be harder than he ever imagined. Is this really the home he’s been dreaming of 
for  so long? 

*Series 1*
Book 1: The Quest Begins (Feb 2009) 
Book 2: Great Bear Lake (Feb 2009) 
Book 3: Smoke Mountain (May 2009) 
Book 4: The Last Wilderness (Feb 2010) 
Book 5: Fire in the Sky (May 2010) 
Book 6: Spirits in the Stars (Feb 2011) 

*Series 2: RETURN TO THE WILD*
Book 7: Island of Shadows (Feb 2012) 
Book 8: The Melting Sea (Jun 2012)  
Book 9: River of Lost Bears (Jan 2013) 
Book 10: Forest of Wolves (Jan 2014) 
Book 11: The Burning Horizon (Jan 2015) 
Book 12: The Longest Day (Jan 2016) 

“Hunter creates a richly sensuous world filled with cruelty, beauty, tenderness, 
savagery and just enough underlying legendary background to add mystery…fans 
of animal fantasies will hunt the shelves for the next volume.” - Kirkus Reviews 

“These stories will be welcomed by the Warriors series’ many fans.” -ALA Booklist 

“The suspenseful conclusion will build in an eager audience for the next 
installment.” -Publishers Weekly 

Rights sold 

Chinese - complex characters(Yuan Liou), Chinese - simple characters(Modern and 
Ancient), Finnish(Art House), French(Pocket), German(Beltz&Gelberg), 
Romanian(ALL), Russian(Olma) 

Erin Hunter

Erin Hunter is the collective name of the highly talented writing 
team that created Warriors. 
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Survivors 
by Erin Hunter, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
US publisher HarperCollins Inc 
300 pages 
Ages 9-12 

*From the team behind the international phenomenon WARRIORS comes
a new series SURVIVORS.* 

Can one pack of dogs defy The Big Growl and learn to survive in the wild? 

Lucky is a lone street dog. He’d die rather than wear a collar or join a pack. But 
everything changes after The Big Growl – an earthquake that leaves the city’s dogs 
stranded without owners or homes. They have no choice but to take to the hills, 
together. 

Lucky is forced to join ranks with a group of dogs who have never hunted, don’t 
know how to scavenge and can barely function without longpaws to look after 
them. He teaches them how to survive, and then prepares to set off on his own. 

Lucky answers to no dog, and belongs to no pack. Or that’s what he always thought 
until his world changed forever. The Storm of Dogs is coming. Lucky needs  
friends like never before – and the pack needs him. 

Book 1: The Empty City (Aug 2012) 
Book 2: The Hidden Enemy (May 2013) 
Book 3: Darkness Falls (Oct 2013)  
Book 4: The Storm Gathers (Feb 2014) 
Book 5: The Endless Lake (Jun 2014)
Book 6: Storm of Dogs (Oct 2014)

STARRED review: 
"Viewing the unfolding adventure through Lucky’s eyes makes even the most 
mundane or familiar seem alive with magic. Wild and wonderful adventure for 
middle-graders." - Kirkus Reviews 

“Young readers will find plenty to like here, from the fast-moving plot, to the 
characterizations of individual dogs. A promising start for the many fans of the 
Warriors and Seekers adventure series.” – Booklist 

Rights sold 

Chinese - complex characters(Morning Star), Chinese - simple characters(China 
Children’s Press), French(Pocket), German(Beltz&Gelberg), Romanian(ALL), 
Russian(Olma Media) 

Erin Hunter

Erin Hunter is the collective name of the highly talented writing 
team that created Warriors. 
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The Very Nearly Honorable League of Pirates 

Book 2: The Terror of the Southlands
by Caroline Carlson, proprietor Greenhouse Literary Agency 
US publisher HarperCollins Inc 
256 pages 
Ages 8-14 

*It’s a pirate story that is SO much more than that – for the treasure in this
glorious parallel world is magic.* 

In Book 2, Hilary Westfield is a pirate at last, but life on the High Seas isn’t quite 
what she’d expected it to be. It’s been months since she’s sailed off on a thrilling 
adventure or found a hidden stash of magical treasure. Even the captain of the Very 
Nearly Honorable League of Pirates is beginning to wonder if Hilary is truly worthy 
of her league membership card. When the kingdom’s Enchantress is captured by a 
mysterious band of villains calling themselves the Mutineers, Hilary knows this is 
the adventure she’s been waiting for: she’ll rescue the Enchantress, trounce the 
Mutineers, and prove her bravery to the pirate league. 

With her friends Claire and Charlie by her side and her trusty gargoyle in tow, 
Hilary soon finds herself pursued by pesky inspectors, singed by magical  
explosions, threatened by scallywags, and (worst of all) forced to wear a ball gown. 
But even a sharp cutlass and a pocket full of magic coins can’t help Hilary escape 
the Mutineers’ threats against her friends. When she learns that the plot against the 
Enchantress is only a small part of a larger threat to the kingdom’s magic, Hilary 
has to decide what it means to be a true pirate—and whether a true pirate is brave 
enough to walk away from everything she’s worked so hard to prove. 

Book 1: Magic Marks the Spot (Sep 2013) 
Book 2: The Terror of the Southlands (TBD) 

Rights Sold 

Czech(Host), French(Bayard), German(Kerle), Portuguese(SA)(Companhia), 
Spanish(RBA) 

Caroline Carlson

Caroline Carlson has an MFA in Writing for Children and Young 
Adults from Vermont College of Fine Arts and is Assistant 
Children’s & YA Literature Editor at Hunger Mountain, the VCFA 
journal of the arts. She is also a published poet (for adults) and 
has won several awards for her work. She lives with her husband 
in Pittsburgh, PA. 
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Warriors 
by Erin Hunter, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
US publisher HarperCollins Inc 
300 pages 
Ages 10+ 

*Over 10,000,000 copies sold in the English language! 116 weeks on The
New York Times bestseller list! An international phenomenon! * 

With five distinct six-book arcs, the WARRIORS series spans several generations 
of warriors as they fight for territory, honour, and bitter survival. Epic journeys, 
ruthless enemies, treachery and heartbreak challenge every part of the warrior code 
that underpins the life of the Clans. Drawing on the greatest literary traditions and 
resonating with passion for nature in its wildest forms, this is the multi-million 
selling series that has spread across the world and made every reader view their 
tame old moggy with very different eyes. 

WARRIORS SERIES 5: DAWN OF THE CLANS 
BOOK 1: THE SUN TRAIL 

Follow the trail of the rising sun . . . For many moons, a tribe of cats has lived 
peacefully near the top of a mountain. But prey is scarce and seasons are harsh— 
and their leader fears they will not survive. When a mysterious vision reveals a 
land filled with food and water, a group of brave young cats sets off in search of a 
better home. 

But great dangers await them. In this unfamiliar world, faced with loners and fierce 
rogues all vying for territory and power, the travelling cats must find a new way to 
live side by side—or risk tearing one another apart. 

Rights sold 

Catalan(La Galera), Chinese - complex characters(Morning Star), Chinese - simple 
characters(Modern and Ancient Legend), Croatian(Znanje), Czech(Albatros), 
Danish(Forlaget Sohn), Dutch(Zirkoon), Estonian(Tiritamm), Finnish(Art House), 
French(Pocket), German(Beltz&Gelberg), Greek(Platypus), Hebrew(Dinneret- 
Zmora Bitan-Dvir), Hungarian(Egmont), Indonesian(Penerbit Kantera), 
Italian(Sonda), Japanese(Komine Shoten), Korean(Gimm Young), 
Lithuanian(Leidykla Garnelis), Norwegian(Juritzen), Polish(Wydawnictwo  
Amber), Portuguese (EU)(Planeta Manuscrito), Portuguese (SA)(WMF Martins 
Fontes), Romanian(ALL), Russian(Olma Media), Slovak(SPN), Slovene(Mettis 
Bukvarna), Spanish(Salamandra), Turkish(Alfa Basim) 

Erin Hunter

Erin Hunter is the collective name of the highly talented writing 
team that created Warriors. 
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Welcome to Weirdsville

by I. M. Strange, proprietor Working Partners Ltd
UK publisher Little, Brown UK 
192 pages 
Ages 8-12 

*The WELCOME TO WEIRDSVILLE series is a modern-day
Goosebumps.* 

Toby lives in Weirsville – which everyone calls ‘Weirdsville’ because of the weird 
stuff that seems to happen there. 

Twenty-five years ago, Toby’s aunt went missing on her eleventh birthday. Now it 
is Toby’s eleventh birthday and his mum is urging him to stay indoors. But when a 
clown shows up with tickets that gain access to an abandoned amusement park, on 
a pier, at midnight, Toby and his friends think it sounds like too much fun to 
refuse! When they get to Happyland, they find Happy the clown also likes fun. So 
much so, that he wants the fun to never end… ever. 

Toby, Emma, Lucas and Keira need to find a way to survive the rides and escape 
the clown, before they end up like the ghosts in Happyland. 

In Book 2, Brendon is a troublemaker and he’s always getting on the wrong side of 
his terrifying headmaster. When he leaves his unfinished homework at school he 
knows that if doesn’t have it ready for the morning he risks being in detention for 
ever. 

When Brendon and his sister go back to school after dark, they get a whole lot 
more than they bargained for. They find themselves transported back to 16th 
October 1863: the very day the school burned down. If they can’t find a way to 
escape, they’ll burn down with it. Turns out, some things are scarier than 
detention... 

Welcome to Weirdsville - a truly spooky new series for readers aged 8-12.  Just be 
sure to read with the light on! 

Book 1: Happyland (Jun 2013) 
Book 2: Night School (Aug 2013) 
Book 3: Dog Eat Dog (Oct 2013) 
Book 4: Untitled (TBD) 
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The Witch of Turlingham Academy 
by Ellie Boswell, proprietor Working Partners Ltd 
UK publisher Little, Brown UK 
224 pages 
Ages 10+ 

*THE WORST WITCH meets THE CHOCOLATE BOX GIRLS in this
exciting tween series! * 

No sooner have Sophie and Ashton become an official item than his life is in 
jeopardy. Katy and Ashton’s evil uncle Robert has kidnapped them both and it’s a 
race against time for Sophie and Callum to get them back. Uncle Robert intends to 
force Katy into a marriage with Tristan Blackwood – the son of the most powerful 
Witch Hunter family, not to mention Katy’s ex-boyfriend. But worse lies in store 
for Ashton: the Witch Hunters plan to murder him for his blood! 

Sophie vows she will do anything she can to save Katy and Ashton… but is she 
willing to sacrifice everything that makes her who she is? Is she willing to de- 
magic herself and stop being a witch? 

Book 1: The Witch of Turlingham Academy (Mar 2013) 
Book 2: Undercover Magic (May 2012) 
Book 3: Secrets and Sorcery (Sep 2012) 
Book 4: Box of Tricks (May 2013) 
Book 5: Spell Bound (Sep 2013) 

"Oh how I adored this book!" - Serendipity Reviews 

Rights sold 

Czech(Albatros), Slovak(Albatros), Turkish(Alfa Basim) 
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Zombie Chasers
by John Kloepfer, illustrated by Steve Wolfhard 
proprietor Alloy Entertainment,  US publisher Harper Collins 
225 pages 
Ages 9-12 

*Zack Clarke, his best pal, Rice, and middle-school queen bee Madison
Miller survived the night of the living dead – but the nightmare’s not over 
yet!* 

The living dead are back and they mean business. After narrowly escaping a 
rezombified New York City, Zack Clarke and his team of Zombie Chasers—Rice, 
Zoe, Ozzie, and Madison—are on the hunt for a new and lasting antidote. But with 
the country fast becoming a hoard of slack-jawed flesh-eaters, the Zombie Chasers 
have no one left to turn to—or do they? 

Their only hope of stopping the virus is to find Madison’s twin-like cousin Olivia. 
But first they’ll have to plow through abominable snow zombies on the Niagara 
River, and slime-drooling thrill-seekers at the biggest and best amusement park in 
the country. Between rotting fairytale princesses and half-dead vacationers, it’s not 
just the Tilt-a-Whirl that will make them woozy. Can the Zombie Chasers end this 
carnival of frights before it’s too late? 

8 books have been signed up in the hilarious series! 

Book 1: The Zombie Chaser (May 2011) 
Book 2: Undead Ahead (Nov 2011) 
Book 3: Sludgment Day (Oct 2012) 
Book 4: Empire State of Slime (Apr 2013) 
Book 5: Nothing Left to Ooze (Jan 2014) 

“...funny, off-color and extremely gross.” –Kirkus Reviews 

“What makes this... stand out is Kloepfer’s gleeful insistence on gore and Wolfhard 
’s squiggly drawings that really bring the laughs. Stick around for the next  
vomitous volume.” –ALA Booklist 

Rights sold 

Basque(Desclee de Brouwer), French (NA)(ADA), Portuguese (SA)(Novo Seculo), 
Spanish(Ediciones B) 

Steve Wolfhard

Steve Wolfhard was born in Ontario, Canada, and has been 
drawing comics since he graduated animation college. Steve has 
a fat barn-cat named Haircut whom he loves but does not like. 

John Kloepfer

John Kloepfer began his writing career at five years old with a 
one-sentence short story: “And then one day the monsters came.” 
He lives in New York City, where he is at work on the next 
adventure of Zack, Rice, and Madison. 
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Sweet Dead Life 

Book 2: The A Word
by Joy Preble, proprietor Soho Teen 
US publisher Soho Teen 
244 pages 
Ages 12+ 

*A funny and sassy mystery with a great wisecracking voice.*

16-year-old Casey really doesn’t care much about anything except for getting  stoned, 
getting laid (no luck there)—and getting help for his 13-year-old sister, Jenna, who 
is dying under mysterious circumstances. He’s sacrificed his high   school career to 
work two jobs, making up for lack of insurance coverage in Jenna’s treatment. (Dad 
ran away when they were kids; Mom suffers from an inexplicable depression that 
renders her catatonic at best.) On the day Casey’s life hits rock bottom, Jenna has a 
seizure. Racing to the hospital in their beat-up Prius, Casey gets into an accident. He 
dies; Jenna doesn’t. 

In limbo, Casey is given a choice: return to earth as a guardian angel for Jenna, or 
remain in Paradise. He chooses the former...he has to save his sister. But as told in 
journal entries from Jenna’s POV, Casey’s miraculous return from the grave comes 
with a price. His life as an angel is a lot better than his previous life as a mortal: he 
s a lot more attractive to girls, for starters. As the two of them fight to keep Jenna 
alive, they discover that Jenna was being poisoned. And as they work to solve the 
mystery behind this heinous deed, they discover dark secrets about their parents  
and the rest of their small suburb—while Casey wrestles with his newfound   
powers and hard-to-control id. 

In Book 2, it's been nearly a year since Casey returned as Jenna's guardian angel 
and saved his little sister's life.  But why is he still here? When the siblings meet 
fellow angel Bo Shivers, Jenna discovers the truth behind her Texas family - a 
truth beyond her imagining… 

Book 1: Sweet Dead Life (May 2013) 
Book 2: The A-Word (May 2014) 

Praise for The Sweet Dead Life: 
“A smart, sassy, supernatural mystery chock-full of heart, hope and fun.” 
—New York Times bestselling author Cynthia Leitich Smith 

"The Sweet Dead Life is mischief and mayhem, zippy one-liners, mystery and a tiny 
bit of tragedy. A-word: Awesome." —E. Lockhart, author of The Boyfriend List 
and The Disreputable History of Frankie Landau-Banks 

Joy Preble

Joy Preble is the author of the highly acclaimed and top-selling 
Dreaming Anastasia series. A former English teacher, Joy grew 
up in Chicago and is a graduate of Northwestern University. She 
is now a full time writer and lives with her family in Texas, where 
she has learned to say “y’all” without any hint of irony. You can 
visit her online at www.joypreble.com. 
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Chantress Alchemy
by Amy Butler Greenfield, proprietor Pippin Properties
US publisher Margaret K McElderry Books

*Amy Butler Greenfield returns to the beguiling world of CHANTRESS
for a suspenseful tale of courtly intrigue, music, and magic in 
CHANTRESS ALCHEMY.*

Since defeating Lord Scargrave with her music, Lucy, the last Chantress, has lived 
by the sea, mastering the intricacies of Wild Magic. But now her quiet life is about 
to end: the wheat crop has failed, the people are rebelling, and Lucy is called 
urgently back to King Henry IX’s court. There she finds the Inner Council planning 
to save England by making gold through alchemy. But the golden crucible — the 
critical element in the alchemical process — has been stolen, its guards murdered. 
Lucy is charged with finding the traitor behind the attack. 

Meanwhile, enemies old and new are gathering. Scargrave's brutal Chantress-
hunter has become King Henry's closest advisor. Lucy’s beloved Nat has fallen out 
of favor and is shunned by his colleagues; their romance means trouble for both of 
them. Worst of all, something goes wrong with Lucy’s magic. The palace is a 
labyrinth, and there’s a monster at its heart — a monster who may have the power 
to defeat Lucy once and for all.

Book 1: Chantress (May 2013)
Book 2: Chantress Alchemy (May 2014)

"Richly and thoughtfully written, the story situates its fantastic embellishments 
firmly in the lived reality of the 17th century and brings to life a diverse cast of 
deeply human characters." -- Publishers Weekly

"Chantress is like the best kind of magic -- absorbing, mysterious, and 
delightful." -- Rebecca Stead, Newbery Medal-winning author of When You Reach 
Me

From the series: Chantress 
352 pages

Ages 12+

Amy Butler Greenfield

Amy was on her way to a history Ph.D. when she gave in to 
temptation and became a writer. She now lives with her family on 
the edge of the Cotswolds in England, where she writes, bakes 
double-dark-chocolate cake, and plots mischief. Her first book, 
VIRGINIA BOUND, a middle-grade historical novel, was 
selected as one of the Best Books of the Year by the Bank Street 
College of Education and won the Beacon of Freedom Award for 
children's history writing.  Her next book, A PERFECT RED, a 
narrative history written for adults, won the 2006 PEN/Martha 
Albrand Award for First Nonfiction by an American author. 
CHANTRESS is her first YA novel.
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Revolution 19 

Book 2: Fugitive X
by Gregg Rosenblum, proprietor Alloy Entertainment 
US publisher HarperCollins Inc 
265 pages 
Ages 12+ 

*Three books signed up with HarperCollins, and a film is currently in
development* 

Our fight for freedom is humanity’s last hope for survival. 

Siblings Nick, Kevin and Cass are struggling to survive in a world where deadly, 
sophisticated robots have turned on their creators, and enslaved mankind. Fugitives 
from one of the bot-controlled Cities, Nick, Kevin and Cass venture into the woods. 
But when they are attacked by bot footsoldiers, the siblings are separated…and for 
the first time, they are on their own. 

Cass is captured and brought back to City 73 for re-education, where she emerges a 
completely different person—and learns the truth about where she comes from. 
Kevin is living in a hidden off-the-grid refuge run by a robotics genius who could   
be their only chance at defeating the enemy once and for all. Nick, desperate to 
reunite his family, joins up with a group of rebel soldiers to take down City 73 by 
whatever means necessary. But the soldiers have their own ideas about how to fight 
this war, and if he’s not careful, Nick may find himself in even greater danger than 
he was with the bots. 

A war between humans and robots is on the horizon, and only one will survive. But 
what the siblings don’t know is that their movements are being closely monitored, 
and they are more important to the bots than they could have ever imagined… 

Book 1: REVOLUTION 19 (Jan 2013) 
Book 2: FUGITIVE X (Jan 2014) 
Book 3: UNTITLED (Dec 2014) 

“An exciting, dystopian page turner…Robot apocalypse done right” - Kirkus 
Review 

“Good old–fashioned sci–fi action starring remorseless laser–firing robots and 
ridiculously brave and selfless teenagers”.- Booklist 

“A strong start to what looks to be an exciting series”.- Publishers Weekly 

Rights sold 

Portuguese (SA)(Novo Conceito), Turkish(Fe Yayinlari) 

Gregg Rosenblum

Gregg Rosenblum grew up north of Chicago, lived up and down 
the California coast, and now resides in Boston with his wife and 
daughter. A former managing editor of the literary journal 
Ploughshares, Gregg currently wages epic battles with 
technology as a webmaster and quasi-I.T. guy at Harvard 
University. REVOLUTION 19 is his first novel. 
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Shadowlands 

Book 2: Hereafter
by Kate Brian, proprietor Alloy Entertainment 
US publisher Hyperion 
328 pages 
Ages 12+ 

*From the best-selling author of the PRIVATE and PRIVILEGE series
comes the second novel in a heart-stopping trilogy about a girl who must 
pick up the pieces after the only life she’s ever known ends* 

Rory Miller thought her life was over when a serial killer set his sights on her and 
forced her into witness protection. But a fresh start on Juniper Landing Island was 
exactly what she and her family needed. For the first time in years she and her 
sister hang out at the beach, gossip about boys, and party together. She's also made 
friends with a local clique--including a magnetic and mysterious boy named 
Tristan. 

But Rory's world is about to change again. Picturesque Juniper Landing isn't what it 
seems. The truth about the swirling fog that rolls in each morning, the bridge that 
leads to nowhere, and those beautiful locals who seem to watch Rory's every move  
is more terrifying than being hunted by Steven Nell. And all Rory ever wanted was 
the truth. Even if it means learning that she can never go home again. 

Book 1: Shadowlands (Jan 2013) 
Book 2: Hereafter (Oct 2013)   
Book 3: TBD (Summer 2014) 

“Haunting and mysterious—Shadowlands kept me guessing until the very last page 
”—Sara Shepard, author of  Pretty Little Liars 

Rights sold 

French(Bayard), German(Coppenrath), Turkish(Epsilon Yayinlari) 

Kate Brian

Kate Brian is the New York Times best-selling author of the 
PRIVATE and PRIVILEGE series. Her other novels include 
FAKE BOYFRIEND and MEGAN MEADE'S GUIDE TO THE 
MCGOWAN BOYS. 
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The Keaton School 

Book 2: Hero Complex
by Margaux Froley, proprietor Soho Teen 
US publisher Soho Teen 
288 pages 
Ages 14+ 

*IN TREATMENT meets PRETTY LITTLE LIARS at The Keaton
Academy, a prestigious California boarding school.* 

16-year-old Devon always tries her best to do the right thing, even though she 
would rather be somewhere else. She’s an 11th grade peer counselor who works 
under the supervision of the school’s resident “shrink” (a generous term given that 
he doesn’t have an advanced degree) meeting anonymously with students in  
crisis... Everybody on campus seems to have a dark secret or hidden problem, from 
the scandalous to the hilarious to the truly disturbing. 

When an apparent suicide on campus shakes the community—involving a boy with 
whom she had a fleeting but unrequited romantic entanglement in the 9th grade— 
Devon uncovers a conspiracy that not only threatens the school’s existence, but also 
exposes the truth about her own past. 

In Book 2, Hutch's murderer has been caught, but Devon knows that the drama at 
Keaton School isn't over yet.  After she is attacked by a mysterious assailant, she 
learns that something is buried on campus, something that certain people would do 
anything - even kill - to find. 

Book 1: Escape Theory (Mar 2013) 
Book 2: Hero Complex (Jun 2014) 

Rights Sold 
German(Cora) 

Margaux Froley

Margaux Froley, a Southern California native and boarding  
school grad, spent the last few years working her way through 
the Hollywood ranks to become a television writer on CW’s 
PRIVELEGED. She then moved to New York to become a 
development executive at MTV Networks. ESCAPE THEORY is 
her first novel. Margaux currently lives in Brooklyn and still hopes 
to be Roald Dahl when she grows up. You’ll be able to visit her 
soon online at www.margauxfroley.com. 
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The Last Princess
by Galaxy Craze, proprietor Alloy Entertainment 
US publisher Little, Brown US 
304 pages 
Ages 14+ 

*In her YA debut, Galaxy Craze tells an action-packed tale of romance
and revolution that crosses genres* 

The year is 2090. England is a barren land. Food is rationed. Oil has decimated the 
oceans. The people are restless. 

A ruthless revolutionary enacts a plan to destroy the royal family, and in a moment, 
the king is dead. His heiress, Princess Mary, and her brother, Jamie, have been 
abducted, and no one knows their fate. Princess Eliza Windsor barely escapes, and 
finds herself scared and lost in London’s dangerous streets. 

With a mind for revenge and the safe recovery of her siblings, Eliza joins the   
enemy forces in disguise. There, she is tempted by her first taste of independence— 
and true love. Ultimately she must summon her courage and fight to ensure that she 
does not become . . .THE LAST PRINCESS. 

In Book 2, Eliza Windsor defeated the dictator Cornelius Hollister. Under the rule 
of her sister Mary, England is finally starting to recover from the series of natural 
disasters that decimated the earth. Eliza and her true love Wesley are safe, and 
together. 

Then a ship appears off the coast. At first everyone rejoices—England is no longer 
alone in the world. But it soon becomes clear that the visitors aren’t friendly. The 
Rykers are bloodthirsty pirates led by a cruel, terrifying leader. They have been 
traveling the oceans since the destruction of the Seventeen Days—and now they 
want England. Imprisoned within their own palace and separated from those they 
love, Eliza and Mary must rely on all their wits, and on each other, if they have any 
hope of surviving. 

In the struggle to defend her country once again, Eliza will face terrible choices, 
and unbearable loss. But as the invasion continues, she will also find help—and 
love—where she least expects it. 

Book 1: The Last Princess (May 2012) 
Book 2: The Invasion (Jan 2014) 
Book 3: TBD 

Rights sold 

Portuguese (SA)(Moderna), Russian(Azbooka-Atticus), Spanish(Alfaguara 
Infantil), Turkish(Alfa Basim) 

Galaxy Craze

Galaxy Craze is the author of TIGER, TIGER and BY THE 
SHORE, which was a finalist for the Los Angeles Times Art 
Seidenbaum Award for First Fiction and won the Betty Trask 
Award in her native England. She lives in Northampton, 
Massachusetts, with her husband and their two children. 
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The Lying Game
by Sara Shepard, proprietor Alloy Entertainment 
US publisher HarperCollins Inc 
321 pages 
Ages 12+ 

*From Sara Shepard, #1 New York Times bestselling author of PRETTY
LITTLE LIARS, comes a riveting series about secrets, lies, and killer 
consequences. The series is currently an ABC Family hour-long TV show, 
and now there are six books signed up and two e-book novellas!* 

My perfect life was a lie. Now I’d do anything to uncover the truth. Not long ago, I 
had everything a girl could wish for: amazing friends, an adorable boyfriend, a 
loving family. But none of them know that I’m gone—that I’m dead. 

To solve my murder, my long-lost twin sister, Emma, has taken my place. She 
sleeps in my room, wears my clothes, and calls my parents Mom and Dad. And my 
killer is watching her every move. I remember little from my life, just flashes and 
flickers, so all I can do is follow along as Emma tries to solve the mystery of my 
disappearance. But the deeper she digs, the more suspects she uncovers. It turns  
out my friends and I played a lot of games—games that ruined people’s lives. 
Anyone could want revenge . . . anyone could want me—and now Emma—dead. 

Book 1: The Lying Game (December 2010) 
Book 2: Never Have I Ever (August 2011) 
Book 3: Two Truths and a Lie (February 2012) 
Book 4: Hide and Seek (July 2012) 
Book 5: Cross My Heart and Hope to Die (February 2013) 
Book 6: Seven Minutes in Heaven (August 2013) 

* TWO E-BOOK NOVELLAS!*
The First Lie, A Lying Game Novella (December 2012) 
True Lies, A Lying Game Novella (June 2013) 

Rights sold 

Bulgarian(Ergon), Chinese - complex characters(Sharp Point), Chinese - simple 
characters(China South Booky), Czech(BB Art), Danish(Politikens), French(Fleuve 
Noir), German(Bertelsmann), Hebrew(Opus), Polish(Wydawnictwo Otwarte), 
Portuguese (SA)(Rocco), Romanian(SC LEDA), Thai(Jamsai) 

Sara Shepard

Sara Shepard got her MFA at Brooklyn College and now lives 
outside Philadelphia with her husband and dogs. 
For as long as she can remember,she has been writing.  
However, when she was young she also wanted to be a soap 
opera star, a designer for LEGO, a filmmaker, a claymation artist, 
a geneticist, and a fashion magazine editor when she grew up. 
She and her sister have been creating joint artistic and written 
projects for years, except they’re pretty sure they’re the only ones 
who find them funny. 
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Pretty Little Liars
by Sara Shepard, proprietor Alloy Entertainment 
US publisher HarperCollins Inc 
336 pages 
Ages 12+ 

*This #1 New York Times bestselling series is also a hit ABC Family
original TV show.* 

Among the mega mansions and perfectly manicured hedges of Rosewood, 
Pennsylvania, everyone has something to hide—especially four very pretty little 
liars. High school juniors Spencer, Hanna, Aria, and Emily have been keeping 
secrets ever since their best friend, Alison DiLaurentis, disappeared three years  
ago. But when the girls begin receiving threatening notes from someone named “A” 
their secrets—the big ones, the little ones, even the long-buried ones—no longer 
seem so safe. 

Book 1: Pretty Little Liars 
Book 2: Flawless 
Book 3: Perfect 
Book 4: Unbelievable 
Book 5: Wicked 
Book 6: Killer 
Book 7: Heartless 
Book 8: Wanted 
Book 9: Twisted 
Book 10: Ruthless 

Pretty Little Secrets (Jan 2012) 
Book 11: Stunning (Jun 2012) 
Book 12: Burned (Dec 2012) 
Pretty Little Secret #2: Ali’s Pretty Little Lies (Jan 2013) 
Book 13: Crushed (Jun 2013) 
Book 14: Deadly (Dec 2013) 
Book 15: TBD (Jun 2014) 
Book 16: TBD (Dec 2014) 

"Shepard writes a suspenseful page-turner that will have teens thirsting for more. 
The plot is quick-moving and encapsulates the feelings of many teens." – School 
Library Journal 

"This is clique lit with a mystery twist: the author has spun a plethora of 
possibilities sure to make readers reach for the next installment.” – Publisher's 
Weekly 

"The unresolved mystery will leave readers clamoring for the next installment in 
the series." – Voya 

Rights sold 

Bulgarian(Ergon), Chinese - simple characters(Jieli), Croatian(Algoritam), 
Czech(BB Art), Danish(Politikens), Dutch(House of Books), Finnish(Gummerus), 
French(Fleuve Noir), German,(RandomHouse) Greek(Livani), Hebrew(Opus), 
Hungarian(ULPIUS), Indonesian(UFUK), Italian(Newton&Compton), 
Japanese(AC Create), Lithuanian(Alma), Macedonian(Prosvetno), 
Norwegian(Gyldendal Barn&Ungdom), Polish(Wydawnictwo Otwarte), 
Portuguese(EU)(Porto), Portuguese (SA)(Rocco), Romanian(SC LEDA), 
Russian(Rosman), Slovak(SPN), Spanish (EU)(La Factoria), Swedish(Forma B), 
Thai(Bliss), Turkish(Marti), Vietnamese(Innovative Pub) 

Sara Shepard

Sara Shepard got her MFA at Brooklyn College and now lives 
outside Philadelphia with her husband and dogs. 
For as long as she can remember,she has been writing.  
However, when she was young she also wanted to be a soap 
opera star, a designer for LEGO, a filmmaker, a claymation artist, 
a geneticist, and a fashion magazine editor when she grew up. 
She and her sister have been creating joint artistic and written 
projects for years, except they’re pretty sure they’re the only ones 
who find them funny. 
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Rebel Angels 
by Gillian Philip, proprietor Strident Press 
UK publisher Strident Press, US publisher Tor 
384 pages 
Ages 14+ 

*An epic saga of honor, intrigue, loyalty, and love through the centuries
that will appeal to both teenage and adult readers* 

For centuries, Sithe warriors Seth and Conal MacGregor have hunted for the 
Bloodstone demanded by their Queen. Homesick, and determined to protect their 
clan, they have also made secret forays across the Veil. One of these illicit 
crossings has violent consequences that will devastate both their close family, and 
their entire clan. 

In the Otherworld Jed Cameron, a feral, full-mortal young thief, becomes entangled 
with the strange and dangerous Finn MacAngus and her shadowy uncles. When he 
is dragged into the world of the Sithe, it's nothing he can't handle until time warps 
around him and menacing forces reach out to threaten his infant brother. In the 
collision of two worlds war and tragedy are inevitable, especially when treachery 
comes from the most shocking of quarters… 

Book 1: Fireband (Aug 2010) 
Book 2: Bloodstond (Aug 2011) 
Book 3: Wolfbane (Aug 2011) 
Book 4: Blood Wicked (TBD) 

"... A stirring tale of loyalty and love." - Publisher's Weekly 

"As ferociously compelling as Suzanne Collins’ The Hunger Games, with which it 
invites comparison." - Kirkus 

“Once a year, a new novelist really blows me away. Last year it was Suzanne 
Collins with The Hunger Games. This year it's Gillian Philip's Firebrand...This 
deserves prizes... The best fantasy novel of 2010.” –Amanda Craig, The Times 

Gillian Philip 

Gillian Philip was born in Glasgow, lived for 12 years in Barbados 
and now lives in the north of Scotland with her husband, twins, 
three dogs, two sociopathic cats, a slayer hamster, three  
chickens and a lot of nervous fish. She has been writing all her 
life, but has also worked as a record store assistant, theatre 
usherette, barmaid, sales rep, political assistant, radio presenter, 
typesetter, and as a Celtic-Caribbean singer in Barbados. In  
2001, when her children were born and she moved back to 
Scotland, she became a full-time writer of Young Adult fiction. As 
well as books under her own name, she writes as Erin Hunter 
(Survivors), Gabriella Poole (Darke Academy) and Adam Blade 
(Beast Quest). 
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Find Me 

Book 2: Remember Me
by Romily Bernard, proprietor Greenhouse Literary Agency 
US publisher HarperCollins Inc 
307 pages 
Ages 14+ 

*A twisty, edge-of-seat, contemporary thriller which introduces a feisty
new protagonist – hacker Wick Tate. This is a riveting GIRL WITH A 
DRAGON TATTOO for teens.* 

Wick Tate knows the good life with her new foster parents can’t last. Not when her 
criminal father could show up at any time. Not when she’s shadowed 24/7 by the 
detective who let her dad slip away once before. And not when she’s a hacker, 
breaking the law to help women avoid her mother’s fate – and to make a few   
bucks. Wick’s so sure she and her little sister Lucy will be moving on again that  
she doesn’t even bother to unpack. 

But then one morning Wick finds a mysterious package on the doorstep. It’s 
addressed to her, and contains a journal in the handwriting of Tessa Waye - a girl 
with whom she used to be friends. Inside the book is a note: FIND ME. 

Wick knows trouble when she sees it. But the journal is just the beginning, for 
when Wick gets to school she discovers that Tessa killed herself just a few hours 
ago and no one knows why. Not even Griff, the talented artist who’s sat one table 
over from Wick for years and turns out to have a few secrets of his own. 

She’d love to walk away, but Wick knows her hacking skills make her the only 
person who can work out what happened to Tessa – and stop the same thing ever 
happening to another girl. Especially when the next kid in the frame is the most 
important person in her life – her very own sister, Lucy... 

REMEMBER ME, the sequel to FIND ME, is coming soon! 

Book 1: Find Me (Sep 2013) 
Book 2: Remember Me (TBD) 
Book 3: TBD 

Rights Sold 

German(Bertelsmann), Portuguese(SA)(Glovo) 

Romily Bernard

Romily Bernard graduated in Literature and Spanish from 
Georgia State University. She now lives with her partner in 
Atlanta, rides horses, and works in corporate law. FIND ME is 
Romily’s debut novel and was a finalist in the 2012 Golden Heart 
Awards. Visit her website at www.romilybernard.com. 
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"Bernard’s debut is notable for its readability, genre-crossing blend of thrills and 
romance, and its something-for-everyone qualities." - School Library Journal

"... a genuinely suspenseful ending, and Barnard’s debut is effective as both high-
intensity action novel and character study, and ripe for a sequel." - Publishers 
Weekly

http://www.romilybernard.com/


Breathe 

Book 2: Resist  
by Sarah Crossan, proprietor Greenhouse Literary Agency 
US publisher Greenwillow, UK publisher Bloomsbury UK 
400 pages 
Ages 12+ 

*The stunning sequel –and conclusion—to BREATHE. A haunting and
provocative dystopian adventure in which three teens confront danger, 
uncertainty, and the yearning to live—and breathe—freely.* 

What would you do if you were desperate? 

Bea, Alina, and Quinn are outlaws. They started a rebellion and have been thrown 
out of the pod—the only place where there’s enough air to breathe. 

Bea has lost her family. Alina has lost her home. And Quinn has lost his privileged 
life. What will they find, now that they are refugees in the perilous Outlands? 

Their final safe haven may be harboring dark secrets.  But together, the three teens 
can find the will to keep fighting, to save one another, and to break free from 
everything that’s holding them back. 

Sarah Crossan has created a dangerous, shattered society, and brought to life three 
heartbreakingly relatable teenagers who come into their own. A wrenching, thought 
provoking, and unforgettable post-apocalyptic novel. 

Book 1: Breathe (Oct 2012) 
Book 2: Resist (Oct 2013) 

Rights Sold 
German(dtv) 

Sarah Crossan 
Sarah Crossan is Irish. She graduated from Warwick University 
in 1999 with a degree in Philosophy and Literature. She went on 
to train as an English and Drama teacher at Cambridge  
University and since then has been working to promote creative 
writing in schools. She currently teaches high school English at a 
small private school in Hoboken, New Jersey. 

Praises for BREATHE series:

"An imaginative, convincing dystopian world dominates this intriguing debut" -  
Kirkus reviews

"'The story is well-executed, with characters readers will grow to care about" - 
Publishers Weekly
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The Rules for Disappearing 

Book 2: The Rules for Breaking 
by Ashley Elston, proprietor Greenhouse Literary Agency 
US publisher Hyperion 
320 pages 
Ages 12+ 

Freedom. Anna craved it. And risked her life for it. Celebrated it when it was 
finally within reach. But it’s gone. An illusion blown apart with the return of her 
journal and a single daisy. 

Anna wants to push  away the threat of Thomas returning to her life,  but Ethan 
doesn’t agree and one phone call lands them both in the  place Anna swore she 
would never visit again – Witness Protection. 

It’s not long before Thomas makes his move and suddenly the fight for life is more 
real than it ever was before. Thomas promises that they will soon be free,  but 
Thomas is a liar. And a cold-blooded killer. 

Hidden away in the French Quarter of New Orleans, Anna and Ethan have one 
chance to end things with Thomas for good. But old secrets and ghosts from her 
past jeopardize the future and freedom Anna so desperately wants. 

Trust a known assassin or kill  him?  Anna knows there’s really only one choice – 
and Thomas just cannot be trusted. But will she be strong enough to live with the 
consequences if she’s wrong? 

Book 1: The Rules for Disappearing (May 2013) 
Book 2: The Rules for Breaking (May 2014) 

Rights Sold 

Dutch(Veltman), German(Mixtvision) 

Ashley Elston 

Ashley Elston, the daughter of an attorney, grew up surrounded 
by talk of court cases and the law, and this inspired her debut 
novel, THE RULES FOR DISAPPEARING. She lives in 
Shreveport, Louisiana with her family. 

Praise for THE RULES FOR DISAPPEARING:

"Though the plot may seem a bit far-fetched at times, the realistic setting, 
believable romance and spunky protagonist will make this one worth the trip for 
mystery and romance fans" - Kirkus reviews
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Incarcerado Trilogy 

Book 2: The Shibboleth
by John Jacobs, proprietor Lerner Publishing 
US publisher Lerner Publishing 
408 pages 
Ages 12+ 

*The sequel to the stunning THE TWELVE-FINGERED BOY*

At the end of the first book, Jack and Shreve are incarcerado - physically locked up. 
Shreve's back in the custody of the state of Arkansas, and Jack's somewhere in the 
clutches of Mr. Quincrux - both problems Shreve aims to rectify. 

Cages might hold Shreve's body, but the power that's been growing since his 
encounter with Quincrux has reached a pinnacle. Nothing can prevent his mind 
from scaling the etheric heights. Freed from his body, Shreve discovers the 
magnitude of the evil that's stirring in the east. The wave of insomnia that's 
paralyzed the nation is only the beginning. 

To save Jack - and maybe all of the humanity he no longer feels part of - Shreve 
has no choice but to join Quincrux and the Society of Extranaturals. 

Book 1: The Twelve-Fingered Boy (Feb 2013) 
Book 2: The Shibboleth (Feb 2014) 
Book 3: TBD 

Praise for The Twelve-Fingered Boy: 
" An expertly spiced stew of attitude, humor, horror, and grief - and with a movie- 
ready plot to boot." - Booklist, starred review 

John Jacobs

John Hornor Jacobs is the author of SOUTHERN GODS, short- 
listed for the Bram Stoker Award for First Novel, THIS DARK 
EARTH, published July 3, 2012, from Simon & Schuster/Gallery 
Books, and THE TWELVE-FINGERED BOY, coming in 2013, 
from Carolrhoda Lab. He lives with his family in Arkansas, where 
he is also a musician and graphic artist. Visit him at 
www.johnhornorjacobs.com. 
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Vampire Diaries
by L. J. Smith, proprietor Alloy Entertainment 
US publisher HarperCollins Inc 
256 pages 
Ages 12+ 

*VAMPIRE DIARIES have sold to over 40 territories! The series has sold
over 8 million copies worldwide!* 

The NYT bestselling series which was the inspiration for the popular international 
television show. 

Book 1: The Awakening 
Book 2: The Struggle 
Book 3: The Fury 
Book 4: Dark Reunion 

THE RETURN 
Book 5: Nightfall (Feb 2009) 
Book 6: Shadows Souls (Feb 2010) 
Book 7: Midnight (Feb 2011) 

THE HUNTER 
Book 8: Phantom (Dec 2011) 
Book 9: Moonsong (Mar 2012) 
Book 10: Destiny Rising (Oct 2012) 

THE SALVATION 
Book 11: Unseen (Mar 2013) 
Book 12: Unspoken (Oct 2013) 
Book 13: Unmasked (Apr 2014) 

Rights sold 

Albanian, Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese - complex characters, Chinese - 
simple characters, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, 
French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, 
Korean, Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Polish, Portuguese (EU), Portuguese 
(SA), Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovene, Spanish, Spanish (EU), 
Swedish, Tagalog, Thai, Turkish, Vietnamese 

L. J. Smith

L. J. Smith has written a number of bestselling books and series 
for young adults, including The Vampire Diaries (now a hit TV 
show), The Secret Circle, The Forbidden Game, Night World, 
and the New York Times #1 bestselling Dark Visions. She is 
happiest sitting by a crackling fire in a cabin in Point Reyes, 
California, or walking the beaches that surround that area. She 
loves to hear from readers (info@ljanesmith.net), and hopes they 
will visit her updated website at www.ljanesmith.net. 
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What We Saw at Night 

Book 2: What We Lost in the Dark 
by Jacquelyn Mitchard, proprietor Soho Teen 
US publisher Soho Teen 
203 pages 
Ages 14+ 

*The thrilling conclusion to the story begun in What We Saw at Night.*

Allie Kim’s fatal allergy to sunlight, XP, still confines her to the night. Now that 
she’s lost her best friend Juliet to an apparent suicide, the night has never felt 
darker—even with Rob at her side. 

Allie knows why Juliet killed herself: to escape the clutches of Garrett Tabor, 
whom the trio saw committing an unspeakable crime. Garrett is untouchable; The 
Tabors founded the world-famous XP clinic that keeps Allie and Rob alive and 
their small Minnesota town on the map. 

Allie can’t rest until Garrett is brought to justice. But her obsession jeopardizes 
everything she holds dear. Not even Parkour can distract her; nothing reminds her 
more that Juliet is gone. When Rob introduces Allie to the wildly dangerous sport 
of nighttime deep diving, Allie assumes he’s only trying to derail her 
investigation... until they uncover the horror terrible secret Garrett Tabor has 
hidden under Lake Superior. 

Praise for WHAT WE SAW AT NIGHT: 

“Allie’s...voice [is] honest and real...fascinating looks at both Parkour and a 
disease so unconventional that it turns the lives of patients and families upside 
down.” – Booklist, 

"The fast pace is set from the beginning with Juliet’s dazzling jump across the 
buildings... recommended for readers who enjoy a unique twist on realistic 
fiction." —VOYA Magazine 

"Atmospheric, melancholy... breathtaking" —Publishers Weekly 

“An interesting page-turner…the cliff-hanger ending will have most readers 
waiting for the next installment.” —School Library Journal 

Rights sold 

Korean(Prunsoop) 

Jacquelyn Mitchard 

Jacquelyn Mitchard is the #1 New York Times bestselling author 
of THE DEEP END OF THE OCEAN, the very first Oprah Book 
Club pick, as well as over twenty other critically acclaimed books 
for adults and teens. A nominee for several National and 
International Awards, she served on the 2004 Fiction Jury for the 
National Book Award. She is also a longtime journalist and 
regular contributor to Real Simple and Parade magazines. She 
lives with her husband and their nine children. You can visit her 
online at www.jackiemitchard.com. 
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